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WE’RE NOT JUST BUILDING JET BOATS,
WE’RE BUILDING CHAPARRALS WITH JET POWER.

WWW.VORTEXBOATS.COM

We launched the Vortex Series three years ago. Why? To raise the bar in the jet boat world. How are we doing?  You decide. Based on styling, quality, performance and service, all we can say is  “Game On”.

Take a close look. Chaparral’s DNA is showcased bow to stern. The look is unique. The performance unmatched. Attention to detail exceeds your highest expectations. Then there’s the matter of price.

Chaparral’s Real Deal pricing takes the guesswork out of buying a new boat. Factor in that our Real Deal pricing includes a trailer and there’s no question that Vortex wins the value battle. Amidst all the facts

and figures, the number one reason to own a Vortex is the Chaparral name on the hullside. All we do is boats. And we do it right. For more than five decades Chaparral has been the innovation leader. Check

out our trophy case. We’ve been recognized for Customer Satisfaction eight years in a row by the National Marine Manufacturer’s Association. We’ve earned more than 50 awards for product excellence.

Boating experts and satisfied customers worldwide all agree that Chaparral is a boating icon. Considering a jet boat? We can help. Take the Vortex Challenge. Dare to compare. In the pages that follow—but

even far more indepth on our Vortexboats.com website— we’ll detail the Vortex Advantage. The facts are the facts. Things you can see and things you cannot see. We’ll peel back the gelcoat and show you

what our boats are made of. We’ll talk honestly about performance. Believe it, all jet boats are not created equal and we are proud to prove it.
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WHAT MAKES A VORTEX A VORTEX
THE VORTEX CHALLENGE 

SO SMART, IT ALMOST DRIVES ITSELF
Equipped standard with assorted computerized driving aids, buyers can also upgrade to our high
tech optional Medallion “Smart” touch screen control panel (left). It’s important to note that the
Medallion system includes built-in GPS standard, an extra rivals don’t offer. Just imagine the
possibilities. Cruise Control functions much like it does on your car...pick a speed and leave it there.
Ski Mode features up to 5 rider presets so any one in the family can be an expert tow boat driver.
Eco™ Mode optimizes fuel efficiency. In Docking Mode, the throttle is re-calibrated so that the entire
operational range is limited to low speeds, allowing ultra-fine tuned adjustments. It doesn’t stop
there. The system also has provisions for accessing the boat’s audio system, or monitoring depth
levels, fuel data and trip information. There’s even two video ports for cameras and DVD players.

WE TAKE A BACKSEAT TO NO ONE
Boat interiors are not created equal. All Vortex seats and sun pad cushions are constructed with
the finest premium expanded vinyl in the marine industry. All of our upholstery is treated with Nano
Block Technology™ to resist stains and repel harmful UV sun rays. High density foam with mildew
inhibitors is soft enough for a comfortable ride, yet sturdy enough to maintain its shape. Flow foam
is positioned between the structural foam and the seat base to create added space for moisture to
escape. Aluminum supports add strength and Starlite seat bases repel water better than wood.
What would you find if you cut open some rival seat cushions? No Flow foam. No angled supports.
No Starlite seat base. 

QUAD RADIAL LAMINATION WITH KEVLAR® REINFORCEMENT
Although you can’t always tell walking the aisles of a boat show, there are big differences in the
way jet boats are built. All Vortex jet boats are laminated by hand using the finest materials money
can buy. We also feature Kevlar® reinforcement. It’s the strongest material used in boat building.
Another key element—and this is huge—is we extend woven roving all the way up the hullside. In
five decades of boat building we’ve never built a boat any other way. As for the competition? Here’s
a very basic test you can make. You won’t need sophisticated equipment. A clenched fist will do.
Simply give the hullside a solid rap. Does it flex? What about the sound? Pay careful attention.
Ask questions. Learn the ins and outs of boat building. It’s time well spent. 

WWW.VORTEXBOATS.COM

VORTEX REAL DEAL PRICING INCLUDES A TRAILER
When we say hassle free we mean it. That’s why Vortex’s Real Deal pricing includes a trailer. Both 20-footers (single axle) along with the 
22- and 24-footers (dual axle) come standard with disc brakes. All of the trailers feature a swing-away tongue with folding jack, submersible
LED lights, a winch stand and side guides. Optional aluminum rims are available for all models. You can also upgrade the standard black
powder-coated trailer to aluminum on all models. Optional spare tire kits are available for both wheel and trailer choices.



The world’s only award winning Jet surf boat is here. Of all the advancements our Vortex line brings to jet boaters, this is by
far the biggest. An NMMA Innovation Award winner, Chaparral’s Aerial Surf Platform (ASP) is revolutionizing the jet boat world
like never before. When it’s all about the wake, ASP gets it done. Big time. Gone are the days of spending $100K+ on a surf
boat. How does it work? The Chaparral engineering team has sculpted an Aerial Platform that optimizes the shape of the
wake generated with twin engine jet drives for a smooth and tall riding surface. The Aerial Surf Platform does not use power
actuators, trim tabs or wedges. This helps reduce the need for additional maintenance on exposed hardware or performance
restrictions due to excessive ballast weight. Lowering the required ballast weight has an added benefit: safe and stable handling
without compromising passenger capacity. ASP is optional on our 223 and 243 Vortex models. All we can say is “Surfs Up.”
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AERIAL SURF PLATFORM
THE VORTEX CHALLENGE 

JET PROPULSION POWERS THE WAKE. 
ASP RESHAPES THE WAKE.

MINIMUM BALLAST REQUIRED. NO PROPS.

WWW.VORTEXBOATS.COM



(A)  iTC™ (INTELLIGENT THROTTLE CONTROL)

The Rotax system is high technology at its best. 

•CRUISE CONTROL: Allows you to set and adjust your desired speed.

•SKI MODE: Makes you seem like an expert tow sports driver with 

pre-programmed acceleration curves and speed settings.

•ECO™ MODE: Puts the boat at its point of maximum range to take the

guess work out of maximizing fuel economy.

•DOCKING MODE: Re-scales the throttle to maximize driveability around

the dock.

(B) DRIVE SHAFT SLEEVE

A stainless steel sleeve helps prevent the problem of

wrapping debris, such as tow ropes and weeds, around

the drive shaft while other systems can only try to fix the

problem after it occurs.

(C) CLOSED LOOP COOLING

Protects the engine from harmful salt, gunk and

corrosion by cooling it with clean coolant like a car.

Making all Rotax 4-TEC engines true Saltwater Editions.

(D) LATERAL THRUST CONTROL SYSTEM

Directs jet thrust to either side of the transom using

oversized aluminum reverse gate during low speed

maneuvers, giving the driver pinpoint control at the

dock. Other systems direct the thrust downward or use

very small rudders which are ineffective.

FEATURE
A

B
C

D

ROTAX® YAMAHA

SPEED CONTROLS CRUISE CONTROL • SKI  MODE CRUISE CONTROL • SKI MODE*
• ECO™ MODE • DOCKING MODE

RELIABILITY CLOSED LOOP ENGINE COOLING OPEN LOOP ENGINE COOLING

YEARS IN PRODUCTION       15 YEARS 8 YEARS

JET PUMP LARGE ALUMINUM LATERAL THRUST SMALL PLASTIC REVERSE GATE 
REVERSE GATE •DRIVESHAFT SLEEVE CLEAN-OUT PORT

LOW SPEED CONTROL REVERSE GATE W/ LATERAL THRUST CONTROL ARTICULATING KEEL**
• SINGLE LEVER CONTROL • DOCKING MODE  

TRUE IDLE SPEED iST (INTELLIGENT SHIFT AND THROTTLE)           NOT AVAILABLE, BOAT ALWAYS IN 
OPTION PROVIDES ADJUSTABLE REVERSE         FORWARD MOTION
GATE POSITION FROM THE HELM TO 
OPTIMIZE NEUTRAL SPEED 

STANDARD WARRANTY       3 YEARS / 480 HOURS 1 YEAR

MAXIMUM HORSEPOWER MOST AVAILABLE POWER 
(OVER 35% MORE IN TWIN ENGINE APPLICATIONS)

Competition features based on information obtained as of November 2015.
* Optional only on 24-foot models.  
** Optional only on 19- and 24-foot models.
® Rotax and the BRP logo are trademarks of Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. or its affiliates. 

PROPULSION THE VORTEX CHALLENGE 
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READY, SET, BLAST OFF
You’re in for the ride of a lifetime. The instant you hit the throttle you know that driving a Vortex jet
boat is unlike anything you’ve ever experienced. Instant acceleration. Phenomenal throttle response.
Because we started with a clean sheet of paper, our Vortex hull designs are expertly crafted to
maximize all the advantages of Rotax® power. 

NOTHING CORNERS LIKE A VORTEX
It’s the first thing everyone wants to do. You just can’t resist. Nothing on the water corners like a Vortex.
No sterndrive. No outboard. No inboard. If it’s an adrenaline rush you want, this is the way to go. 

PUT THE THROTTLE DOWN
Across the board, Vortex enjoys a horsepower advantage. In twin engine applications, it can be over
35 percent. Translated that means quicker planing times. More midrange punch. Awesome top-end.
Better performance while wakeboarding or pulling a tube. Faced with a boat load of people? Vortex’s
horsepower advantage delivers strong performance no matter how big the payload. 

ENJOY A FEELING OF TOTAL CONTROL 
Here’s the bottomline. The performance advantages of a jet are clear cut. What makes a Vortex special
is the feeling of total control. Whether it’s a tight docking situation, taking in the sights, or making a full
throttle jaunt back to port, when you’re behind the wheel of a Vortex you know exactly what to expect.

MORE TIME ON THE WATER, LESS TIME AT THE GAS DOCK
Thanks to the marvels of high technology, you’ll be amazed at how efficient a Vortex operates. 
Go into “Eco” mode (literally) and let the most advanced drivetrain in the jet boat world do the rest. 

Feature for feature, horsepower for horsepower, we’ve stated the differences between Rotax® power

and our leading competitor. But what does that mean when you get behind the wheel. Let’s not pull

any punches. If you’ve owned boats but never driven a jet, it’s unlike anything you’ve ever experienced.

Even if you’ve owned a jet, a Vortex is a new and different world. Get onboard. 

PERFORMANCE
THE VORTEX CHALLENGE 
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FLOOR STORAGE
The floor locker is wide enough for

wakeboards, allows one handed access
and has a molded drainage system.

OASIS LOUNGE
The port seat is perfect while cruising
then folds for visibility aft or to create 

U-shaped cockpit seating.

CUSTOM FIBERGLASS HELM
The hand-stitched, vinyl wrapped

fiberglass dash is glare free. Shown with 
optional Medallion touch screen display.

CONSOLE STORAGE
Standard or optional depending on the
model, carry-ons stow neatly away in

large port and starboard helm consoles.

BOW CLOSE-OFF DOOR
A perfectly fit hideaway bow door

combines with a full-height windshield
to block unwanted wind in the cockpit.

BOW STORAGE
The bow area provides storage for

cargo. Select models come standard
with a forward molded-in ice chest.

ANCHOR/LADDER STORAGE
A bow compartment houses an 

anchor, line, chain and a telescopic
boarding ladder. 

*Ladder not available on 203 Models

TELESCOPIC BOARDING LADDER
A telescopic boarding ladder mounts on the

starboard side so the driver can safely
monitor anyone in the water.  

ENGINE COMPARTMENT
Dual gas shocks provide excellent 

support. Acoustical insulation 
keeps the decibels down.

COCKPIT STORAGE
The versatile cockpit features under
seat storage, dual battery access and

dedicated Igloo cooler storage.

COCKPIT DRAINAGE SYSTEM
Molded channels move water out of the
cockpit. Self bailing fiberglass innerliner

drains directly overboard.

COCKPIT TABLE
Optional or standard depending on the
model, the table mounts in either  the

cockpit or the swim platform.*
*Bow and cockpit on 203 Models

WALK-THRU TRANSOM
An obstacle course on leading rivals,
our ultra-wide walk-thru allows easy
movement to and from the cockpit.

REAR FACING SEATS
The dual seats are enhanced with

stereo speakers, grab handles, drink
holders and a platform mat.

KEY FEATURES
THE VORTEX CHALLENGE 

BOW FILLER CUSHION
A standard filler cushion insert  

converts the bow area to a sun deck.
Note the top-mounted safety rails.

WWW.VORTEXBOATS.COM



203VRVORTEX
Excitement never looked so exciting. Get ready for a 203VR adrenaline rush. Compared

with rivals, quality, value and performance is unmatched. Check it out. Kevlar®

construction, stainless steel hardware and pin-point attention to detail set an

unprecedented quality standard. In the cockpit, U-shaped seating and a clever reversible

port lounge max out space efficiency at 20-feet. Cargo stows under the seats. Need more

capacity? A port helm compartment is optional. The swim platform features walk-thru

access, a telescopic boarding ladder, dual seats and a sure-footed mat. LED cockpit

lighting adds a glow to nighttime cruises. A molded footrest and supportive bucket seat

combine for optimum driver security. Handy grab rails are always within arm’s reach.
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20’3”
6.17M

LENGTH

2,500 
1,134KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT

35
132L

FUEL

8’    
2.44M

BEAM

lbs gal

NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



203VRXVORTEX
The 203 VRX  gives you six tri-tone color choices, unique 3D style graphics, a Raptor

Coated Folding Arch Tower and a ski mirror. At speed you’ll experience outstanding

pulling power, cornering agility and maneuverability—both in forward and reverse. The

Vortex Advantage extends throughout the cockpit. Recessed side panels house custom

grab handles and the stereo speakers. Drink holders are well placed. Same for the

anchor locker. The reversible Oasis lounge works while cruising or for watersports

observation. Nobody does seat construction like Chaparral. Nano Block Technology™

repels stains and UV rays. Starlite composite bases weather better than rival materials.

High quality foam holds its shape and adds comfort.  

20’3”
6.17M

LENGTH

2,600 
1,179KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT 

35 
132L

FUEL

8’      
2.44M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



22’3”     
6.78M

LENGTH

3,500    
1,588KG

WEIGHT

16” 
41CM

DRAFT

52
197L

FUEL 

8’6”
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal

223VRVORTEX
Brace yourself. You are going to love the step-up to the twin jet power that drives the

sensational 223VR. This is why you buy a jet boat. Rocket ship acceleration.Turn-on-a-

dime cornering. Wind-in-your-face top speed. Inside, legroom and cargo space measure

best in class. Chaparral quality is first-rate. Evidence the fiberglass helm with its hand

stitched brow, illuminated rocker switches and high-tech instrumentation. Or the loom-

wrap wiring, premium vinyl or flush-mount stainless steel hardware. Inside, a portside

Oasis lounge compliments an adjustable bucket seat complete with a flip-up bolster and

armrest controls. Access to minor services is a breeze. The best sounding standard

sound system on the water is music to your ears. 
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL
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223VRXVORTEX
What goes into a world class jet boat? World class components. World class design.

Out-of-this-world performance. Just look at the amazing 223 VRX. This is not your old-

fashion jet boat. Nothing but stainless steel hardware will do. If you’re serious about

watersports, consider a Medallion touch screen display and our award-winning Aerial

Surf Platform (ASP) must-have options. Get out the tape measure: Advantage Vortex in

legroom, cargo space and seating capacity. The 223’s U-shaped cockpit seating,

reversible port lounge and pedestal bucket seat all feature Starlite bases for comfort

and durability. Overloaded with standard equipment, key options include a Wet Sounds

stereo upgrade, fixed board racks and a leather wrapped steering wheel.  

22’3”
6.78M

LENGTH

3,600 
1,633KG

WEIGHT

16” 
41CM

DRAFT

52 
197L

FUEL

8’6”    
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL
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243VRVORTEX
We crafted the 243 VR with one goal in mind: take jet boat style, quality and performance

to a new level. Mission accomplished. Let your imagination and sense of adventure run

wild. The step up to the 243VR adds a privacy compartment with porta-pottie options.

The bow seats feature retractable arm rests with storage underneath. Chaparral’s Real

Deal pricing includes a trailer. Amidst all the excitement that is Vortex, it’s easy to

overlook the 243’s easy-going advantages. A standard bow door keeps cool breezes at

bay. Fore and aft boarding ladders ease access. Snap-in carpet feels good underfoot.

To help keep the world’s hottest jet boat cool, the optional Raptor Coated Folding Arch

Tower includes a standard Bimini and a Go-Pro™ camera mount. 

24’3”
7.39M

LENGTH

4,000 
1,814KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT

52 
197L

FUEL

8’6”    
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal
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NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL
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243VRXVORTEX
The 243VRX doesn’t just change the rules, it changes the whole jet boat game. By any

standard, this is as good as it gets. Cornering is off the charts. Acceleration is right now.

Top-end never leaves you wanting. Frankly, the 243VRX is reminiscent of a high

performance sports car, rivals remind you of a waterborne mini-van. The privacy

compartment can be upgraded with several porta-pottie options. A removable cooler and

12 stainless steel drink holders mean it’s party-time all the time. A floor storage locker

wide enough for wakeboards compliments storage areas under the seats and in the

helm. Under the gelcoat, Quad Radial lamination with Kevlar® reinforcement delivers jet

boating’s strongest power-to-weight ratio. Access to minor services is a breeze. 
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24’3”
7.39M

LENGTH

4,100 
1,860KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT

52 
197L

FUEL

8’6”    
2.59M

BEAM

lbs gal

NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY OR PRICE

2016CHAPARRAL



216 • 225 • 226 • 246
SSi is the most award winning line of boats in marine industry history. For good
reason. Unique style lines start at the bow and continue to the swim platform
styling. All of the boats feature a forward anchor locker, custom bucket seats,
molded fiberglass gunwales and stainless steel grab handles. At the helm, a
hand-stitched vinyl brow adds a touch of class. Aft, all SSi bowriders feature a
full-width sun pad that converts to a chaise lounge and also has a flip-up 
cushion for walk-thru access.

224 • 244 • 264 • 284
We coined the term “sportdeck” when we introduced our Sunesta line. Deck
boat didn’t do it justice. Sport boat was too limiting. Sunesta is all about living
the dream. All Sunestas feature an enclosed head and a wet bar (standard or
optional). In the bow, Wide Tech technology gives you adult-sized legroom. We
defy you to find a line of boats with more cargo space. Dry riding freeboard 
creates a safe feel. The helm is both high class and high tech. Aft, a unique 
U-Slide lounge can be positioned as a seat, sun pad or a chaise. 

210 • 210SF • 230 • 250
Designed for fresh and saltwater waterways, our all new SunCoast Series
brings Chaparral’s patented brand of quality and style to the world of outboard
sportdecks. An innovative wraparound swim platform blends the engine 
beautifully into the hull profile. It’s a modern, streamlined look the bolt-on-
transom guys envy. Durable. Seaworthy. Cavernous storage. Huge seating 
capacity. Enclosed head. Real Deal pricing. Add it all up and you’ve got the
hottest new line of outboards on the water. 

18 / 19 / 21 SPORT • 18 / 19 / 21 SKI & FISH
You can’t really live without H2O. Determined to take all the guesswork out of
boat buying, our blockbuster H2O line launched Real Deal pricing. Available in
Sport and Ski Fish models, the boats have exceeded the wildest expectations
of first time and veteran boaters alike. Why? Chaparral style. Flexible seating
arrangements. Complete standard equipment. Extended V-Plane performance.
We don’t cut corners on an H2O. The Chaparral name on the hull side 
guarantees the world’s finest design, attention to detail and customer service.

227 • 257 • 257SE • 277 • 287 • 307 • 337
You’ve just arrived at the top of the line in family sportboats. Highlighted by the
introduction of our incredible new 227 and 337, the SSX Series is at the 
pinnacle of boating excellence. No expense is spared in our quest to build the
best boat money can buy. No feature is overlooked. No detail is too small. At
the helm, you’ll find advanced technology wrapped in exceptional elegance.
Enclosed heads second to none. All of the boats feature clever multi-position
seating, best-in-class storage and walk thru transom access.

270 • 290 • 310 • 330  
In the market for a top tier cruiser? Go Signature. All Signature cruisers
showcase luxurious hand stitched diamond pattern cockpit upholstery.
Designed for entertaining, cockpit wet bars, insert tables and a host of drink
holders help get the party started. Belowdecks, discerning buyers can pick from
assorted premium fabrics and materials. In the galley, stainless steel appliances
create a striking contrast with solid surface countertops. Finally, all Signature
aft cabins offer adult sized sleeping accommodations. 

Other models in our 2016 fleet...

210 • 210SF • 230 • 25

216 225 226 246

24 244 264 28

270 290 310 330
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MORE INFORMATION AT CHAPARRALBOATS.COM OR YOUR LOCAL DEALER
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